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Share on Pinterest There are two types of dry eyes: temporary and chronic. Temporary dry eyes can often be simple to handle. You can sometimes eliminate irritation by changing your environment or daily habits. Chronic dry eyes, on the other hand, may have underlying causes. For example, the disease can cause your condition. To overcome dry eyes, it is important to
understand the possible causes. First of all, you may be wondering if you have dry eyes. If you have more than one symptom, you should talk to a doctor. They can check your eyes and test your tears for imbalances in tear films. You need the same amount of water, mucus, and oil in your tears. If there is an imbalance, there may be a bigger problem. If you have dry eyes, you
may have some of the following symptoms.discomfort in your eyes when you wear contactblurry or cloudy vision that rotates too much tears, redness, and pain in the eyesensation grit in your eyes, or like something in your eyes that you can't get out to produce tearstired or eyesdifficulty heavy reading from the computer or other screen secretions of the eyes with a tight
consistencyIf more than one of these symptoms has become an ongoing problem , you may have chronic dry eyes. To find relief from your symptoms, you and your doctor should explore the causes. You need to know why so you can get it done. There are many reasons you may have chronic dry eyes. This can be caused by anything from wearing your contacts too much to
autoimmune diseases. Causes of chronic dry eyes usually come from the environment, medications, inflammation, age, or other diseases. Environmental factors Environment and your behavior have a lot to do with dry eyes. For example, eye makeup can cause dry eyes. When particles of makeup enter your tear film, they can dilute the oil in your tears. So avoiding eye liner,
mascara, and powdered eye shadow can help reduce symptoms. A smoky, windy, or dry environment can cause tears to evaporate quickly, leading to dry eyes. Prepare a cold fog humidifier in your house to combat this. Rarely blinking caused by staring at a screen or page, or while performing a task can dry your eyes. Frequent breaks and trying to blink more can help. Wearing
contact for too long during the day can also cause dry eyes. Long-term use can dilute the tear film above your corneaIf any of these factors describe your environment, change it, and see if your dry eyes are clean. Otherwise, there may be more serious causes. Drug-induced eyesMedications that dry out can also dry the eyes. This is because the eyes and sinuses are mucous
membranes. Medications that can cause dry eyes include:antihistamines that reduce allergic reactionsleeping high blood pressure medication pills, such as diuretics and beta-blockersmedicines that combat anxiety-the-counter (OTC) painkillers if you are on any of these medications, let you know you Changing your medication can help. But if taking different medications does not
reduce the symptoms of your dry eyes, you may be dealing with different causes. Body changes that cause your dry eyes may experience dry eyes as a result of changes in your body. For example, dry eyes are sometimes a side effect of hormonal changes. This can occur when a woman is pregnant, taking birth control pills, or going through menopause. Dry eyes can also occur
with age. Many adults over the age of 50 tend to see an increase in this condition. Dry eyes from other medical problems There are many medical conditions and procedures that can cause dry eyes. For example, laser eye surgery can make your eyes dry easily. Other medical conditions that can cause dry eyes include autoimmune diseases and conditions that include:
rheumatoid arthritis lupusdiabetessclerodermathyroid problemsSjögren's syndromevitamin D deficiencydamage to the tear glandsmeibomian gland blockage or inflammationblepharitisrosacea and other inflammatory skin conditionsGet treatment for any of these Talk to your doctor to find out if the medical condition causes your dry eyes. It is a good rule of thumb to see a doctor
when you have dry eye symptoms that do not disappear. For example, if you have dry eyes for weeks, you should go to the doctor. Your visit may reveal deeper problems than just a lack of tears. Remember, if you change your environment but dry eyes persist, you may have an underlying condition. If you change your medication but still experience dry eyes, maybe you have a
vitamin deficiency. Going to the doctor will help you solve this problem and find an effective solution. Dry January has become a global trend. And we get why: After weeks of stress, bingeing, rich food, and (for many of us) drinking too much, we all have the urge to hit some kind of reset button. There are health benefits to giving up alcohol too, even for social drinkers—no more
empty calories from booze is a big one. If you're in the Dry January bandwagon this year, then you already know it can be a challenge. But the real test starts now, when the weekend arrives, and with it happy office hours, wine lists at dinner, Sunday brunch, and other factors you don't encounter typical during the work week. These expert tips will help you ride the next four
weekends and make your Dry January a success. RELATED: Here's What Can Happen to Your Body When You Cut Alcohol Just because You give up drinking doesn't mean you have to stay home while your social circle squeals shots at a dance club or tastes vino in a new bistro. In fact, not showing up might just give you a case that can cause you to lose your resolve at the
end of the month. Instead, do the same thing you usually do with your friends and loved ones, but just do it without drinking, advises Jenna Hollenstein, MS, RDN, author of Drinking to to You might even notice that after 10 o'clock, your friends become boring or stupid, and you'll probably be glad you're not the one who'll throw three-quarters of the next day's sleep from a hangover
or regret a drunken dial. Everyone has one friend (or five) who constantly posts photos of himself at parties with a drink in his hand, looking like he's having an explosion. Don't torture yourself! Unfollow your harder drinking friends for the month, so you don't start feeling deficient every time you go on Instagram. It's sometimes the ritual around drinking — the pop of cork, the sound
of glug-glug liquor flowing into the glass —that we crave even more than the taste or effect of alcohol itself, Hollenstein said. Think about what you like most about your incoming drink and give yourself a non-alcoholic option to indulge instead. La Croix can stand for hard apple cider, kombucha bottles can fill up for your favorite yeast beer, and some fancy juices now come in cork
bottles. Most bartenders can make a wonderful alcohol-free version of any drink on their fancy menu. Don't want to drop $10 on a non-alcoholic drink? Oder a Coke, but ask the bartender to tart it with lime wedges, vanilla syrup, or rims and sugar berg umbrellas. If you're hosting a friend or staying, whip up this delicious mocktail, and thank you later. If you feel really down that you
can't absorb, try this instant cheering idea: Pull out your phone, turn on the calculator, and increase the average cost of a drink in your favorite watering hole by the number of drinks you usually buy in January. Doesn't that number look good? Passing on a good bottle of wine while others enjoy themselves is not easy. So give yourself props to stick to your goals by indulging in
some self-care that will reinforce how well you feel —a leisurely run, a relaxing mani-pedi, or even the quiet luxury of sleeping and catching up at rest. When you hear clicking on glasses and seeing so many people drinking and enjoying themselves, resist the temptation to give up by contemplating what booze has done for you so far. Are you more energized? Less bloated than
usual? How's your skin? If you're not sure yet of the health benefits, think of the determination needed to make a commitment to give up alcohol for a whole month—and know that you have the strength to see it. This site is not available in your country Fleatrol Plus Quick Dry may be available in the countries listed below. In some countries, the drug can only be approved for
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